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We are delighted to announce our participation in Context Art Miami December 
3-8. This is SEFAʼs sixth year exhibiting in Miami, following two years with the 
Bridge Art Fair, two years with Art Miami and last winter with Aqua. We are 
delighted to return to the big tent with Context, Art Miamiʼs sister fair, featuring 
cutting-edge artwork by emerging and mid-career artists.   
 
Our exhibiting artists are Carole Eisner, Charlotta Hauksdottir, Kentaro 
Hiramatsu, Rachelle Krieger, Chase Langford and Carlos Puyol.  
 
We will present two small sculptures by Carole Eisner, Armadillo and Mosquito, 
welded in scrap steel. Eisner has numerous monumental sculptures in public 
parks and private sites throughout the northeast. Hosea, which Art Miami 
featured in its juried sculpture show (2008), was on view at the Tramway Park, 
NYC (2013). Eisner was recently awarded Syracuse University's Arents Award in 
Fine Art, the University's most prestigious annual alumni award.  
 
Charlotta Maria Hauksdottir hails from Iceland but lives and works in the Bay 
Area. In her photography series “Moments”, Hauksdottir captures families at 
home. Taking several photographs over time, she compiles and fades one into 
the other, exploring the temporality of being. In her photographs, the space 
remains mostly the same, but the families' actions and interactions are recorded 
in various places within the image with ghostlike appearance.  

 
Kentaro Hiramatsu has exhibited with SEFA in every Miami fair. Hiramatsu sifts 
Japanese pop culture influences—anime and manga—through his own aesthetic 
prism, creating highly refined and technically precise canvases. The results are 
imagined urban landscapes drawn with acrylic paint in deep blues and reds, often 
against stark white backgrounds.  
 



Rachelle Kriegerʼs oil paintings are inspired by breath, air and water, and 
painted after visits to the rocky coastline of her hometown, Port Washington, LI. 
Teetering on the edge of abstraction and representation, Kriegerʼs lush paintings 
depict trees that swerve under dense clouds, and rocks, steadfast under hot, 
yellow skies. This is Kriegerʼs first art fair with SEFA. 
 
 
We are delighted to present Essex 4 and Essex 5, two black and white paintings 
by LA-based artist Chase Langford. Since childhood, Langford has had an 
ongoing fascination with maps, which led him to study cartography at UC Santa 
Barbara and eventually to create maps for faculty at UCLA. When he began to 
paint, it was inevitable that the spatial rhythms of geography would influence his 
visual sensibility.  
 
 
Carlos Puyol, originally from Argentina, lives and works in Barcelona, Spain. He 
had his US debut exhibition at SEFA this year and is showing in Miami for the 
first time. His vibrant paintings show vertical bands of flat, shining color, adjacent 
to and sometimes overlapping with patches of messy, tangled drips of multi-
colored paint. In these enigmatic paintings, Puyol shows Pop Art rubbing 
shoulders with its art historical predecessor Abstract Expressionism.  
 
 
FAIR HOURS 

Tuesday, December 3  
  VIP Preview  
Access for Art Miami VIP Cardholders & Press 
 
GENERAL ADMISSION: 

5:30pm - 10pm 
 

Wednesday, December 4 11am - 7pm 
Thursday, December 5 11am - 7pm 
Friday, December 6 11am - 8pm 
Saturday, December 7 11am - 7pm 
Sunday, December 8 11am - 6pm 
 
LOCATION  
 
The Art Miami Pavilion  
Midtown Wynwood Arts District  
3101 NE 1st Avenue Miami, FL 33137  
 
 



 


